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If you don't know anything about Hacking, read What is Hacking? before continuing. You need to understand how hacking
works. If you don't, you'll run the risk of getting banned and lose all your ranks in teamspeak, a few ticks in the E-Micros or
having your walls smashed, or in our case, aimbot's. Hacking can be dangerous and should always be done for the good of

CS:GO and to help keep the game balanced and fun! What you need to know about Hacking Be sure you know what you are
doing before you start hacking! If you have a aimbot that works, there's not really much point in hacking the other servers

because the aimbot will be so good it'll win you all the games! If you have no aimbot, there's no point hacking the other servers
because a winning team will win every game. If you are cheating, there will be bots that find you and you can be banned. How

can I hack? Hacking is done in 3 ways... Unknowns Unbeknowned and knowned hacks Private servers The 1st is most likely the
best and involves the most work. It can take hours to get this method working because sometimes you need to dig up a bit of

information. This method can also get you Banned very easily. Many hackers have discovered that this method gives the most
results. The 2nd is easier and saves you time, but it's often more risky and can be caught pretty easily. You have to find servers
that you can hack into, then look up every server config file, and find out what info you can find. Once you have the info you

need, get a script to add new info to the server config file and compile a hack. This hack can only be used in private servers and
should be done by skilled hackers only. The 3rd method is easy and fast, but it's not very safe. You need to rent a server

somewhere to use this method. Renting a server from a host is the easiest and safest way to hack. If you are using a home PC it
will be hard to keep hackers at bay. Another drawback to renting a server is if you get a ban you can't use the hack again. If you

have a team, try to ask your team mates if any of them know how to hack. If they have a method and they
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